SHIFTING OPERATIONS & CULTURE
TO IMPROVE ACCESS TO WATER
HOW THE GC INDEX SUPPORTS CULTURAL CHANGE

The GC Index® can be applied across countries, cultures and
industries. Its insight has been used by multi-national corporations,
government departments and charities and across sectors as
varied as finance, telecoms and geomatics.

ONE FANTASTIC EXAMPLE OF THE WORK DONE BY THE GC INDEX® IS
ITS WORK WITH INTERNATIONAL NON-PROFIT ORGANISATION WATER
FOR PEOPLE…

THE BACKGROUND
Water For People operates across 11 developing counties,
helping people in rural parts of those countries achieve
greater access to drinkable and portable water and
sanitation facilities.
Like any noble organisation it wants to bring as much good
to the world as it can, but an operational and cultural shift is
required if Water For People is to succeed in transitioning
from an organisation with a turnover of $20 million to $60
million, in just five years.

HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED…
The GC Index team ran a series of workshops to
support that cultural change and improve employee
engagement. There was particular emphasis on the
teams’ individual and collective impact.

“The GC Index has given
everyone so much confidence
and they are all talking about
how they can get things done.”
Mike Ksenyak
HR Manager, Water for People
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HOW THE GC INDEX® HELPED CONT...
The programme was structured to ensure everyone had
a clear understanding of overarching business aims and
individual team goals. Everyone involved came to learn
what their team needs to do to support wider objectives,
the collective impact and everyone’s role in achieving
team and business goals.
Each team, including the leadership team, explored what
they want to be renowned for and how they can go about
achieving this based on the contribution each person in
the team makes.
The GC Index created a framework and language for the
team to share how to get the very best impact from one
another. This enabled individuals to have an honest and
open discussion about the activities that energise them
and those that really zap them of energy.

THE GC INDEX CREATED A FRAMEWORK AND LANGUAGE FOR THE TEAM
TO SHARE HOW TO GET THE VERY BEST IMPACT FROM ONE ANOTHER.

Winfrey, Jobs and Musk, however, were all with their companies from the very beginning. If
you’re bringing in a new CEO or MD from outside how
can you make sure that your new hire has the right leadership style for
THE organisation?
RESULTS
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The GC Index® has the answer…
As a direct result of the insight provided by The GC Index®,
Water For People has changed its approach to recruitment
and the performance of teams. This has transformed the
way the entire organisation is managed – people are now
being recognised for the real contribution they make.

In turn this is leading to improved collaboration and helping
create better-informed decision making and impact based
talent management decisions. This means Water For People
can create sustainable teams in communities to deliver
clean water and sanitation.

“The GC Index is a powerful tool
to identify and optimise different
leadership styles required to drive
change. It provides a common
language and platform of how we
each contribute and it is key to helping
us be a game-changing organisation.”
Eleanor Allen - CEO, Water for People
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